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Metinvest organizes 2nd International Conference on Health,
Safety & Environment

Metinvest Group, the international vertically integrated mining and steel company, organized the 2nd International

Conference on Health, Safety and Environment. Participants included the representatives of more than 90

manufacturing companies, in addition to government officials, international experts and consultants.

The conference’s theme was "Good Safety = Good Business."

Attendees included more than 300 specialists on industrial, occupational and environmental safety, including

experts from DuPont, Shell, RAG, ArcelorMittal, Celsa Group, SUEK, DTEK, CCS, InfoTech, IPM Advisors,

and the World Steel Association.

The focus of the conference was on improving safety rules at manufacturing enterprises; establishing modern

safety cultures; implementing modern techniques for managing and overcoming efficiency barriers; the interaction

of business, government and society in resolving environmental problems; and implementing lean manufacturing

principles.

Igor Syry, Metinvest Group’s CEO (in opening comments at the conference): “At Metinvest, health, life and the

environment have the highest priority in decision making and are key corporate values. The strong interest in our

conference from different countries, government agencies and leading international experts means that there are

many other like-minded thinkers. This conference is a good platform for efficiently exchanging knowledge, best

practices and experience in occupational safety and ecology, and helps to support the critical task of making all our

companies safer.”

Editorial notice:

METINVEST GROUP is a vertically integrated steel and mining group of companies, managing every link

of the value chain, from mining and processing iron ore and coal to making and selling semi-finished and

finished steel products. The Group comprises steel and mining production facilities located in Ukraine,

Europe and the USA and has a sales network covering all key global markets. Metinvest Group is structured

into two operating divisions: Metallurgical and Mining Divisions and has a strategic vision to become the

leading vertically integrated steel producer in Europe, and to deliver sustainable growth and profitability

resilient to business cycles, providing investors with returns at above the industry benchmarks.

The major shareholders of METINVEST B.V. (a holding company of Metinvest Group) are SCM Group

(71.25%) and Smart-Holding (23.75%), partnering in the Company’s management.

METINVEST HOLDING, LLС is the managing company of Metinvest Group.

For additional information please visit

www.metinvestholding.com
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